Enhance Customer Experience in Insurance with Analytics

Much of the Analytics employed in the insurance industry is focused on identifying and reducing fraud; estimating and managing risk and customer retention. Reports from the Insurance industry consistently highlight that the quality of customer experience remains the biggest factor driving customers to remain loyal or switch to another insurance provider. Hence, the focus should be on how to improve the quality of the customer experience rather than reducing fraud.

A significant proportion of insurance today is provided through brokers. The first time a customer makes contact directly with the insurance provider is when they are in a position to make a claim. This makes it difficult for an insurance provider to build a relationship with their customer. The goal for the insurance provider is to ensure that the experience of the customer within this claims process is a satisfactory one and there are a number of ways in which the experience of the customer can be improved upon with the use of Predictive Analytics.

Predictive Analytics in Advance

At least a month in advance of a call being received from a customer, Predictive Analytics can be employed to predict the number of calls expected to be received, the nature of those calls and the likely outcomes. This will allow the organisation to schedule the correct number of staff with the appropriate skills at the relevant times. It also gives the organisation the opportunity to ensure there are suppliers ready to take corrective action in relation to the issues that have arisen. Once the call is received from the customer, resources are in place to handle the requirements of the customer in a timely fashion which will ensure the customer has a satisfactory experience during the process.
What does this look like for the customer?

Meet Michael Jones – he is the father of two young children and while out for a Sunday drive he gets distracted and drives his car off the road – he calls his insurance provider with a view to getting his car fixed. The interaction Michael has with his insurance company without using Predictive Analytics (as per the graphic below) takes 2 weeks and 2 interactions are required between Michael and his insurance company. However, when Predictive Analytics are employed, Michael is informed it will take 3 days to get his car back on the road, he is recommended a garage for repair and Michael is happy to receive such a speedy response with only 1 customer interaction required. Having had a satisfactory experience during the claims process with his insurance company, Michael is happy to renew his insurance at renewal time while also recommending his insurance company to others contributing to an increased NPS (Net Promoter Score) for the insurance company.
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Request further information

Time to resolution: 2 Weeks
Number of contacts: 2

Time to resolution: 3 Days
Number of contacts: 1
The Predictive Insurance Company

A Predictive Insurance company has analytics embedded across the organisation. For any one customer we can obtain data from a variety of sources, e.g. telephone; this data can be both structured and unstructured and can be used to give a 360° view of the customer. This is invaluable when it comes to assessing what is right for your customer and your business.
Insurance Companies benefitting from Analytics

Many insurance organisations are realising ROI benefits from engaging with Predictive Analytics. Presidion can help you build a roadmap to integrate Analytics in your organisation to realise the benefits similar to other organisations.

About Presidion

Presidion have operated for over 20 years and have been the pioneers in implementing cutting edge Predictive Analytics solutions with top UK and Irish organisations. We specialise in helping organisations leverage their data to deliver tangible practical returns on investment, aligned with their strategies.

Presidion works with both government and commercial clients, currently partnering with hundreds of organisations enabling them to understand what has happened in the past, anticipate what may happen next to take appropriate and timely strategic decisions for their organisation.